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Abstract

Synchrotron radiation is uaed to selectively excite the chlorine mole-

cule in th« VUV spectral ränge. Stationary fluorescence spectra of the

l E state are observed following primary excitation of l E and 2 E .

The bound-free part of the spectra is analysed with the aid of quantum

mechanical Computer simulations. A Potential energy curve is constructed

which is an approximation of the adiabatic double well Potential energy

curve of the l
"1

atate. The inner well is chnracterized by T = (73428 ̂

50) cm", r - (1.85 + O.OS)A; for the outer well hold T = (64631 t
-l e -l

50) cm , r = (2.57 + 0.05)A, w = (261 + 5) cm , u x = (0.668 *.

-l *35
0.01) cm { Cl_; v' < 30). The potential energy curve is successfully

checked with fluorescence excitation spectra. Mithin the error limits, the

reaults of a former Synchrotron radiation study are verified. It is ruled

out, that the Cl_ "f-state" recently observed with laser spectroscopic
l +

methods, can be attributed to the outer well of l Z .

PACS: 3310; 3350; 3370

submitted to: Z. Phys. D: Atoms, Molecules and Clusters

1. Introduction

A few years ago, the electronic structure of the Cl molecule in the

vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral ränge was known only in fragments (1).

Early absorption studies in the VUV yielded a lot of vibrational structur«

indicating the existence of bound excited states [2). An unambiguou»

clasaification into different progresaions together with the extraction of

reliable potential energy curves was not possible. Early VUV fluorescence

studies indicated a complex nature of the spectra [3] and enabled only a

precise determination of the ground state [4,5].

In 1981, Peyerlmhoff and Buenker performed the first ab initio calcu-

lations of the electronic structure of the Cl molecule (6]. The results

turned out to be an efficient tool for a better understanding of the elec-

tronic and spectroscopic properties of Cl . The excited states potential

energy curves present strong avoided crossings between Rydberg- and ion-

pair (valence) states of the same symmetry which are responsible for irre-

gularities in the optical spectra. Mhereas in the first calculation spin-

orbit interaction was not taken into account. this was done for a few

selected states in the following paper (7). Simultaneously, Douglas per-

formed a high resolution absorption study in the spectral ränge between 145

and 120 nm [8], F'rom the rotational analysis of various progressions he was

able to deduce the symmetry and the rotational constants of several excited

states. Möller et al. (9| carried out a Synchrotron radiation absorption

and fluorescenca experiment in the VUV. Taking into account the

calculations |6) and the symmetry analysis of Douglas [8J, they viere able

to assign several optically allowed transitions and to deduce the potential

energy curves of some "ungerade" excited states. Jureta et al. [10] and

Spence et al. (11) characterized some "gerade" states by low energy

electron loss spectroscopy. Recently, Lee et al. extended the analysis of

the optical spectra to the ionization limit [12}.

Since 1981, Ishiwata et al. [13-17) and Shinzawa et al. (18) have

undertaken a study of ion-pair excited states of halogens, in particular

the gerade and ungerade spin-orbit components of the Cl, ion-pair states

dissociating in the Cl* (3P or 1D) * Cl" (:s) ionic limits. They use a se-

quential multiphoton optical optical double resonance (OODR) technique.

Hith a first photon (A = 500 nm) a specific rovibronic level of the bound

B H (Ou) state is reached. With a subsequent resonant two-photon absorp-

tion process (A variable), three new Cl E* (o*) states were found by

exploring the region of 60000 cm" [14). The two lowest ones (the "o-state"



with T = 584B7 cm" and the "ß-state" wtth T = 58567 cm ) were assigned
e +• e 3 - 3 33

to the two 0 spin-orbit components of the E ( P ) and 2 II { P )

states.

The third one, called "i-state", was attributed to the lowest ion-pair

state with E symmetry which is identical with the l E atate already

characterized by Höller et al. [9], Möller et al. found T = 65227 cm" , in
e

good agreement with the ab Initio caLculations [6]. The T value of the
-l e

"Y-state"r however. is 59926 cm [14), in striking contrast to the result

of Möller et al. [9]. Ishiwata et al. were aware of this problem. Indeed,

Höller et al. were able to perform abaorption and fluorescence excitation

studies of the E state only for v1 > 30 (in the Franck-Condon regime).

The T value could not be extracteä from the absorption and fluoreacence

excitation spectra but was estimated taking into account the results of the

ab intio calculations [6] and preliminary bound-free fluorescence spectra,

l E* -* K E* [9]. Mayne, for this reason, Ishiwata et al. did not take

seriously into consideration the discrepancy in the T values. Another not
e

vet solved discrepancy between Ishiwata et al. [13,14] and Möller et al.

[91 concerns the wavelength ränge of fluorescence of both states under dis-

cussion. Whereas Möller et al. [9) report on strong fluorescence around

200 nm, Ishiwata et al. [13] observed fluoreacence around 235 nm.

It is the first aim of this paper to clarify the discrepancy between

the results of Ishiwata et al. [14] and Möller et al. [9]. In order to be

sensitive for the shape of the l E potential energy curve around the

minimum, in the present work the spectral shape of the bound-free fluores-

cence spectra was carefully studied. Anticipating the results it can be

stated that within the error limits given in [9] the new results agree with

the former ones. It can be excluded definitely that the y-state is identi-

cal with the l E state {the lowest ion-pair state with E* symmetry).

A strong avoiäed crossing between the first Rydberg and ion-pair Cl

state of E symmetry gives riss to a double well shape of the l E and an

inner 2 E adiabatic potential energy curve 16,9]. The fluorescence

epsctra preaented in this paper were obtained following either

(i) primary vibrationally selective excitation of the l E outer

well region,

(ii) the region of the hump separating the inner from the outer well,

and

(iii) the 2 E atate, which dominates in optical absorption between

"l -l
78000 cm and 83000 cm [9,12].

It Is the second aim of this paper to get a deeper insight into the

Interaction of both states. For this purpose, the excitation energy was

tuned through the large ränge indicated above {more than 20000 cm }. To

the best of our knowledge, up to now only in the case of H , the excitation

energy was tuned over such an extended energy ränge in a study of bound-

free fluorescence [19]. Both, in the beautiful experiment of Schmoranzer et

al. [19] and in the present work, this was only possible making use of syn-

chrotron radiation äs an efficient VUV excitation source.

2. Experiment

The experiments were carried out on the SUPERLQHI beam line at

HASYLAB. Primary excitation of Cl was performed optically with Synchrotron

radiation between 66555 ran and 87360 cm . Spectral resolution was

achieved with a 2m-normal incidence monochromator [20] with a resolution

interval AX between 0.01 nm and 0.25 nm. The spectral resolution was

sufficiently high for vibrationally selective excitation of Cl . However,

it was not possible to discriminate completely between the different isato-

pic species ( Cl , Cl Cl, Cl ) because gas with natural abundance was

used (Matheson research quality).

The pressure of Cl in the gas cell with LiF Windows was typically

0.1 Torr. In view of the short radiative lifetime of the electronic state

under discussion ( E , T. = 3 ns [21]) this is already sufficient to

guarantee collision free conditions. For the analysis of bound-bound

fluorescence spectra which can be influenced by reabsorption, the pressure

was lowered down to = 10 Torr. Compared to our earlier experiment [9]

this is a considerable improvement.

The fluorescence light was analyzed perpendicular to the exciting

beam. The bound-free spectra were scanned with a spectral resolution inter-

val of 1.0 nm with a high flux <f/2.8) VUV monochromator [22]. The bound-

bound fluorescence spectra were analyaed with a Im-VUV monochromator set in

Operation only recently [23]. In this way it was possible to work with a

resolution interval of ÖX > .08 nm. All experiments were carried out at

room temperature.

Generally, the single photon counting rnethod was uaed. Exploiting the

time structure of Synchrotron radiation (pulses with a FWHM of = 130 ps at

a repetition rate of = l MHz; numbers only valid for the storage ring DORIS



at Hamburg) it was possible to meaaure routinely tn6 correlation of the

fluor«scence events to the excitation puls«s. Though time-resolved results

are not presented in this paper, this point has to be mentioned because it

is the basls for an efficient suppression of the dark counting rate of the

multiplier (solar blind typ« multiplier with MgF window [Hamamatsu R

1460]* Valvo XP 2020 Q). The suppression is achieved registrating the

signal only in a time window fit < 10 i (At « repetition time!) immediately

following ths excitation pulses. The details are described in, e.g., [24].

The values of At are given in the figure captions.

3. Reaults and Discusaion

3.1 General view of the fluorescence apectra and qualitative Interpre-

tation

In Fig. l, two typical fluorescence spectra of 0.1 Torr cl are pre-

santed, The lower curve is obtained following primary excitation of 2 E

(v1 = 0) (E = 78135 cm" ) [9]. With the excitation energy of 73755 cm"

(upper curve), in agreement with the rotational analysis of Douglas [8], a

state with E syirmetrv is reached ( Cl_). Möller et al. [9] assigned it

U l +
to v' a39 + 2 of the l E atate. As we shall see below, in view of the

new results presented here, the vibrational quantum has to be changed to

v' = 41.

In the fluorescence spectra two different parts can he distinguished

(i) bound-bound fluorescence between E and E_, and

(ii) bound-free fluorescence between E and the long wavelength onset of

fluorescence.

The bound-bound fluorescence terminates at X E (v"). Due to the medium
g

spectral resolution, the vibrational quanta of the ground state are not all

clearly resolved. The beats in the intensities (upper curve) are due to the

fact that the vibrational quantum of the ground state is roughly twice äs

large äs that of the excited atate. Though the bound-bound part of the

fluorescence spectra is not a central aspect of this paper, we present one

exanrple of our results obtained with a better spectral resolution (Fig. 2).

The excitation energy, E = 73448 cm corresponds to l Ê  (v' = 39) <-

X E (v" = 0) (Koller et al. [9] assigned it to v' = 37). The maxima of

the spectrum of Fig. 2 reflect the vibrational spacing of the ground state.
l * l +•

For comparison purposes, the l E (v1 = 39) •+ X E (v") transition ener-

gies were calculated from the potential energy Parameters of the gr-ound

state [S]

bars.

and the excitation energy. They are indicated in the figure by

Möller et al. [9] already showed that the longer wavelength part of

the spectra is due to l Z •* X E bound-free emission. The taound-feee
u g

nature and the special role of the energetic positions E and E indicated

in Fig. l are explained in Fig. 3. Here we present the potential energy

curves of the cl ground state and of the emitting double well state. In-

cluded is the difference potential (dotted linej. Suppose that the vibra-

tional level of the excited state indicated by a line was selectively

excited. Then the high energy onset of fluorescence is emitted at E = E ,

terminating at the zeroth vibrational level of the ground state. According

to the classical Franck-Condon principle, the fluorescence transitions re-

presented by vertical arrows, terminate at the difference potential. There-

fore the fluorescence spectrum extends from E to E_ which corresponds to

a transition terminating at the top of the diffetence potential. The energy

E_ is the onset of bound-free transitions, all arrows between E. and E

terminating in the continuum of the ground state. From the figure it is

immediately clear that E and E shift linearly with the excitation energy

E , see also Fig. 1. In the classical Franck-Condon approximation,

however, E is independent from the excitation energy.

A careful inspection of the upper curve of Fig. l shows that the

energy E does not necessarily coincide with the qualitative change of the

shape of the fluoreacence spectra from the bound-bound to the bound-free

part. This change is faetter described by an energy E , which is explained

in Fig. 3. It represents the en=rgy of the transitiün terminating at the

difference potential where it crosses the ground state. Transitions between

E. and E_ still terminate at bound states, however, the main contribution

stems from an internuclear distance at which the kinetic energy is nearly

zero which leads to an enhancement of the FC-factors. The vibrational

spacing of the ground state near to the dissociation limit is not resolved

in the curves of Fig. 1. Therefore, the long-wavelength end of bound-bound

transitions looks already more or less like bound-free transitions. Hith

increasing excitation energy, E more and more approaches E . This is

immediately clear froro Fig. 3.

Taking into account the quantum mechanical description [25] instead of

the classical Franck-Condon principle, it is well known that the

FC-parameters for bound-free fluorescence transitions include two types of

interference effects, namely a coarse structure and a fine structure. 7his



has been described in detail, e.g., by Tellir.ghuisen [26]. It turns out,

that the position of t he low energy maximum of the coarse structure

apprcotinately coincides with E [27]. The fluorescence in this part of the

spectrum is pronounced because the molecule can radiate into the same

interval of photon energy at a reLatively large fraction of the

internuclear distance. The Position of the low energy maximum of the coarse

structure shifts only slightly with increasing excitation energy. All these

features which are predicted by theory, can b© observed in our results (see

also below). Therefore the bound-free nature of the fluorescence between E

and E is well established.

3.2 Computer Simulation of the bound-free spectra and the potential

energy curve of the l E state

For the Computer simulations of the bound-free spectra, the ground

stata parameters of Table l were taken. The potential energy curve was

approximated with a Hulbert-Hirschfeider potential [28]. Concerning the

l Z state it was tried to find an analytical expression describing the

double-well potential with the following requirements,

(i) it should coincide with the inner-well part of the potential given by

Höller et al. [9] because this was already determined with an accuracy

sufficient for the purpose of this paper. Of course, the analytical

expression also had to describe correctly the known asymptotic

behaviour (r -* <");

(ii) it should be constructed from two parts describing the Rydberg and the

valence part in a physically significant way. The r-dependent weight

functions (r: internuclear distance) should provide for a contimious

merging of both parts one into each other in the center of the per-

turbation.

The latter point is especially mentioned, because the 2 E state which has

the same precursors äs the l E state was approximated with the same func-

tions (roore rigorously speaking: the inner minimum of 2 E }. The details

of the analytical expressions of the l E potential energy curve are given

in the appendix.

With the potential energy curves just described, the Franck-Condon

ovarlap integrals for the bound-free transitions were calculated. For the

Simulation of the spectra we took into account additionally

(i) the r-dependence of the transition mornent,

(ii) the density of final states,
4

(iii)the (hv) -dependence for fluorescence transitions.

The r-dependence was approximated by an Interpolation of the theoretical

values [6] and an extrapolation to larger r. Here, of course, is a source

of error, but mainly for the Variation of the relative intensities of the

spectra.

The numtaer of (eguidistant) final states was 250- This corresponds to

a spacing of the kinetic energy between two adjacent states by 5... 15 meV.

The density of final states was approximated by the density cf states of a

sguare well potential with high barriers and introduced into the calcula-

tion via weight functions.

The results were finally convoluted with the experimental apparatus

function. Then the simulations were compared with the experiment. The Para-

meters of the potential energy curve were changed until a satisfactory

agreement betwgen Simulation and experiment was reached. For each change of

a parameter, the potential energy curve had to be reconstructed in such a

way that its well established parts were reproduced again.

It may be admitted to present the final results of the l I potential

energy curve before comparing th© simulations with the experimental

spectra. In Fig. 4, the final result for l E is presented, together with

the earlier result of Möller et al. [9] and the theoretical results ob-

tained by Peyerimhoff and Buenker [6] and by Jaffee [29]. Jaffee only

calculated the potential energy curves of the ion-pair states. Therefore a

comparison is only possible for the outer well. The Y-state described by

Ishiwata et al. [14] is included, too. Höre precisely speaking, the curve

of the -(-state is a Morse potential energy curve which was calculated from

the parameters of the ystate. Th© new l Z curve and the former results of

Höller et al. agree within the error limits. In the ionic part of the

potential energy curves, good agreement with theory is achieved. The slight

discrepancies between theory and experiment at sinailer internuclear

distances were already discussed by Höller et al. [9]. The discrepancy bet-

ween the l E state and the f-state could not be removed. It is clear now,

that the y-state has to be ascribed to another electronic state of Cl_ (see

below). The new parameters which characterize the outer well of the l E

state are included in Table l and compared with the former ones [9]. The T

and r value of the inner well were also added in Table l though they were



taken from [9]. However, in Fig. 5 of Ref. 9, the energy scale was shifted

erroneously so that there was a source of ambiguity which is removed here-

with.

3.3 Coraparison between experimental and simulated spectra (outer well}

and discussion of fluorescence excitation spectra

First of all, we compare measured and simuLated spectra for priinary

excitation of outer well states below the inner well minimum. In this case,

the Potential energy curve is mors or less unaffected by the interaction

with the Rydberg state and good results can be obtained concerning the

valence part of l Z .

Bound-free fluorescence spectra following primary excitation of l E ,

v' = 31, 36, and 37 are shown in Fig. 5, together with the simulated

spectra (lower curves). In each case, good agreement is found between

theory and experiment. The fourth curve (expanded wavelength scale) is a

Computer Simulation with an anal'/tical model (flat graund state at r of

the excited state, harmonic excited state [27], It can be compared only

qualitatively with the measured curves because the Cl molecule does not

fulfill sufficiently well the conditions of the analytical model. It was

added, however, because it visualizes the coarse and the fine structure,

The Splitting between the fine structure oscillations is a sensitive

measure of tha equilibrium distance r of the excited state potential

energy curve. The fine structure poaitions in the simulations develop in

füll accordance with the measurements. This proves that the errors

estimated for such simulations are small (see Tabie 1). It was tried to

shift r over a large ränge of r. It is possible to fit the coarse

structure also for other r values (2.S-2.7 Ä). Then, however, the fits get

drastically worse for the fine structure, Indeed, the long-wavelength onset

of bound-free transitions is a sensitive function of the excited state

potential energy curve around the minimum. Sunming up, a new potential

snergy curve for the l E state was deduced which deacribes well the

bound-free fluorescence from the outer well minimum. Moreover, it yields

the correct asytnptotic limit (r * ~] and in the ränge of the inner minimum

it is identical with the former resuit of Möller et al. (9].

The validity of the new resuit can be checked with measurements of

fluorescence excitation spectra. Results are shown in Fig. 6. I- the upper

curve, the total fluorescence was measured äs a function of the excitation

energy, in the lower one only bound-free fluorescence at 200 nm

(corresponding roughly to E-,). The vibrational levels calculated from the
1 ^ C

l E potential energy curve are included {only for Cl ) , There is a

clear and close 1:1 correspondence to the strongest excitation peaks. More-

over, there is good agreement with the bandhead energies of Cl excita-

tion with E symmetry analysed by Douglas [B]. Most of the remaining peaks

U 35 37 37
can be ascribed to Cl Cl and .

The former l £ potential energy curve [ 9 j was obtained from the

excitation spectra only. An uncertainty for v' of + 2 was given because the

bottom of the outer well was anly estimated. Now, additionally, the

spectral shape of that part of fluorescence was included äs a source of

Information, which is sensitive for the minimum. As a resuit, the T value
e

has to be changed from 65227 cm [9] to 64631 cm (Table 1) leading to a

change in the numbering of the vibrational levels by 2. The agreement

between the calculated and the measured excitation peaks is now even better

than in the earlier work [9].

The upper curve of Fig. 6 contains bound-free and bound-bound fluores-

cence, the lower one contains bound-free fluorescence only. The most

striking difference between both curves is the intensity af v' = 39. To get

more insight into this pecularity, the intensity ratio of both types of

emission was deduced from the fluorescence spectra äs a function of vibra-

tional quanturn number and is plotted in Fig. 7. In the whole ränge it is

about 1.5 ... 2 with one singular exception. For v 1 = 39 it is about 5. A

similar resuit was also obtained by Lee et al. [12] who measured the

excitation spectra of "VUV" and "UV" fluorescence of Cl , The curve for

"VUV" fluorescence yields an enhancement of v' = 39 at 136.1 nm in

qualitative accordance with Fig. 6.

The peculiar behaviour of v 1 = 39 underlines once more the validity of

the l E| potential energy curve. We have calculated the wavefunctions for

the various vibrational levels and it turnes out that v' = 39 is the anly

one localised in the inner well. Already Möller et al. [9] pointed out this

pecularity (in their work it was v 1 - 37). The overwhelming amount of

bound- bound emission of v' = 39 (see also Fig. 2) is a clear proof of its

localization in the iriner weil.
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3.4 Bound-free fluorescence following primary excitation in the energy

ränge of Rydberg-valence interaction

In Fig. 8, fluorescence spectra are presented for excitation energies

between 73448 cm" and 96067 cm . The experimental conditions were the

same äs with the measurements described in See. 3.3. The excitaticn

energies are characterized by vibrational quantum numbers v' and v', v' is

l * l -*•
the quantum number of the l E double well state, v' of the 2 Z state

35 U 2 35 37 U
(both Cl }. In parenthesis the quantum number s for Cl Cl which are

accessibLe within the resoLution interval are included.

The most striking feature is the fact that the overall shape of the

long wavelength part of fluoreacence ia very aimiiar to the outer well

l E bound-free fluorescence described in See. 3.3. The cer.ter of the
u

long-wavelength part of the envelope agrees with the transition energy E

explained in Fig. 3. The meaaured spectra are compared with model calcula-

tions in which the l £ potential energy curve (see See, 3.3) was taken äs

an emitting state.

The comparison yields two rnain features:

(i) In the long-wavelength part (= 190 nm - 210 nm), the shape of the

fluorescence spectra is well reproduced.

(ii) The high energy onset of bound-free fluorescence agrees with energy E

(except for the highest excitation energy).

Obviously, we observe bound-free fluorescence of the l E state alao under

high energy excitation conditiona. The potential energy curves deduced in

See. 3.3 describe well the fluorescence spectra which are emitted in the

vtcinity of r of the outer well. Note, for the highest excitation energies

involved, the kinetic energy of the molecule at r is of the order to 3 eV.

Nevertheless, the bound-free oscillations are a sensitive function of the

potential energy curve around the minimum.

The bound-free fluorescence onset at £ is at least partly senaitive

for the shape of the potential energy curve at large internuclear distan-

ces, i.e. in that part which correspcnds to the asymptotic limit. The good

agreement of experiment and model calculation reflects the fact that this

asymptotic limit is well described by the potential energy curve deduced in

See. 3.3. For the highest excitation energies used, the agreement between

the calculation and the experimental spectra is no langer goad (A <

180 nm). This will be discussed at the end of the next section.

3.5 Validity of the l E and the 2 E potential energy curves and

crossing of the gap

In the previoua aection, the primary excitation energies were

characterized by vibrational quantum numbera of the l E double well state

and of the 2 E state analysed by Möller et al. [9]. It was tried to

explain the main features of bound-free fluorescence in terrns of the l E*
u

potential energy curve. The validity of this procedure has to be discussed

critically.

The croasing of two potential energy curves of the same symmetry is

forbidden, because the states interact one with each other [30j. Thia leada

to avoided crossings. Concerning the Cl states under diacussion, an ionic

type valence atate with the electronic conEiguration a n n a , and a Rvd-
1 . 1 . g u g u J2 4 3 o ! • * * ^ ^ * *

berg state, a n n a 4pn [6] with E {0 ) symmetry yield such a behaviour.

The correaponding diabatic wavefunctions are T ( E Rydb.) and t ( E*

Val.).

Introducing now the interaction of the diabatic states leads to new,

adiabatic wavefunctions f (l Z+) and ? (2 £+). The nomenclature is taken

in accordance with Ref. [6]. The Situation is visualized in Fig. 9. The

Potential energy curve of ¥ < l E ) has a double well structure. The

potential energy curve of T (2 E ) ia much narrower than those of the

diabatic precuraors. Both curves are separated by a gap AE = 2H . W ia

the rnatrix element of the operator, W , deacribing the interaction.

w12 Ryd. ) W 'V <1E*' Val. )> (D

Äccording to the ab initio calcularions [6], for the Cl states under dis-

cussion, fiE = 1800 cm . However, neither the diabatic, nor the adiabatic

states describe the motion of the nuclei correctly due to the inertia of

the electrons.

The vibrational states can be described either in the basis of the

nuclear-momentum coupled adiabatic states or in the basis of electronically

coupled diabatic states [31],

'l *Val
(2a)
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= b. < > x> >2'• <> '<> {2b)

Here a- ... b_ are the respective mixing coefficients, and x means the

respective wavefunction describing the nuclear motion. In principle, equa-

tions (2a) and {2b) should contain summations over different vibrational

l«vels.

A rigorous treatment of experimental data therefore requires a deduc-

tion of X which has to be disentangled according to equ. (2) in order to

deduce the basia wavefunctions and the mixing coefficients. From the basis

wavefunctions one then can try to deduce eithet the diabatic or the adiaba-

tic potential energy curves.

In contrast to this procedure we chose an empirical method to describe

the experimental results. An effective potential energy curve was construc-

ted which yields the charactaristics of the adiabatic state T (l Z )

namely the hump separating the inner well from the outer well. The

effective potential energy curve was chosen in a way that the eigenvalues

and the wavefunctions x reproduce correctly (i) the energetic positions of

the irregulär ly spaced excitations and (ii) the main features of

fluorescencs.

Strictly speaking, it would be wrong to classify the effective poten-

tial energy curve äs "adiabatic". However, at least in certain limited

ranges it seems to be a good approximation. E.g., this is true around the

outer minimum, because there is definitely no energetical overlap of the

diabatic precursors. Theo, of course, the diabatic and the adiabatic curves

coincide.

In the ränge of the gap, it is an experimental result, that the effec-

tive potential energy curve reproduces with deviations of less than 0.1%

(typically 0.05 ... 0.01%) the energy eigenvalues. In our opinion this

indicates that the coefficient b in the representation of equ. (2b) domi-

nates here against b and that the empirically deduced potential energy

curve is a good approximation of the adiabatic one.

The good agreement between experiment and model calculation is

astonishing from another point of view. In the energy ränge of the double
l +

well there exist two other States which can interact with l E , nameiy a

3 - + 3 +
E state with its 0 cornponent and a [I state with its 0 component [&].
u u u

Indeed, the l 2 vibronic progression is slightly irregulär even in the

14

outer well region. The model calculations did not take into account this

additional perturbation.

For energies above 78000 cm it is a striking experimental fact [9]

that the absorption is governed by a slightly irregulär vibrationaL

Progression with FC factors exceeding those of the other absorption

features by about one order of magnitude. In the aarlier work [9], this

Progression was empirically described by T = 77894 cm , w = 1040 cm ,

<*i x = 42 cm . The parameters were ascribed to the adiabatic 2 £ state
s e u
(see Fig. 9). Here, again, it must be admitted that this is not correct in

a rigorous sense. But in view of the dominant nature of the progression,

the procedure may be justified äs an approximation.

Concerning the validity of the repulsive part of the l E potential

energy curve in the energy ränge where it overlaps with 2 £ , we have to

admit that it is more or less an extrapolation from the well established

part. Therefore, the quantum numbers v' given in Fig. 8 should not be

taken too serious above v' = 43. As already pointed out, the agreement of

measured and calculated bound-free oscillations between E and = 180 nm is

not good. The etnission in this wavelength ränge is sensitive to the wave-

function at short internuclear distances which seem to be not well rspro-

duced by the potential energy curve. Note, however, that the main purpose

of the paper was the deduction of the potential energy curve below the

2 £ state, not above. Therefore this question is left open.

Next we discuss how the emitting l S state is populated following

primary excitation of 2 2 . This ig ascribed to a diabatic Crossing of the

gap between both potential energy curves. The probability of diabatic

Crossing is given by [30,32]

(3)

with

= 4n-fW T O(r (h-v
rel (4)

v , is the relative velocity of the nuclei at the internuclear positian,

r , of the gap, and AF is the difference of the gradients of the diabatic

potential energy curves at r .
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The probability was estimated by Möller [33]. Even for the lowest

vibrational level of 2 E , it is of the Order of .1 and increases rapidly

with increasing vibrational quantum number. Therefore the observation of

fluorescence from l E has a quite natural explanation. These findings are

in good agreement with calculations of Dressler [31], which predict these

states to be an interraediate case between diabatic and adiabatic descrip-

tion.

At the end of this section we comment on the curve with the highest

excitation energy of Fig. 8- In this spectrum, it is not possible to

distinguish between bound-bound and bound-free emission. The excitation

energy is so high that a second ränge of perturbation is reached. Here the

Potential energy curve of ? ( E Ryd) crosses another ionic curve (see Fig.

9). On the basis of the data presently available it seems to be impossible

to disentangle the influence of three interacting states. Nevertheless it

is remarltable that the general shape of bound-free fluorescence around E

persists also under these extreme excitation conditions.

3.6 Coarse structure spacing äs a function of excitation energy.

For a flat ground state and a hannonic excited state, the taound-free

fluorescence spectra can be described analytically. This has been shown by

e.g. Mies and Julienne [27], Concerning the emission frotn the outer well of
l +

l E , the ground state is still not flat enough to take the analytical

description of the bound-free spectra seriously into consideration. Never-

theless, Möller [33J tried to deduce a simple rula for the spacing of the

coarse structure maxima from the analytical expressions of Mies and

Julienne. The spacing, ÜE , is indicated in Fig. 5. Höller showed that iE

should scale roughly äs

[E - E . ]
ex onset

(5)

Here E means the excitation energy, and E . is the excitation energy

for which bound-free emission Starts to occur. (In Fig. 3 we could con-

struct the case of E E _ if the difference potential just touches
onset r

the dissociation limit of the ground state.)

In Fig. 10, AE is plotted äs a function of the excitation energy.

Except ftom the highest excitation energies, the measured points nicely fit

relation (5). The intersection of the straight line with the abscissa

yields an onset energy of 67400 cm . This is in rough agraament with the

value of 69400 cm deduced from the l E and the X E Potential energy

curves. Regarding equ. (5) äs a linear approximation for ÄE äs a function

of (E - E ) inspired us to include higher order terms. Indeed, inclu-
1 ex onset

sion of terrns up to the third order results in a much better fit (dashed

curve > which yields an onset energy of 69870 cm in very good agreement

with 69400 cm" .

The empirical result of Fig. 10 at least underlines once more that the

emission under discussion (long-wavelength onset of the bound-free spectra)

stems from the same electronically excited state. This is another support

for our Interpretation.

The gap between the two groups of poinis in Fig. 10 indicates that for

this ränge of excitation no fluorescence measurements were performed.

Indeed, between = 75000 cm and 90000 cm the absorption of Cl is

governed by l n «- X E* transitions [9[ which have a much higher oscilla-

u g l -t- l +
tor strength than the weak l S t- K E transitions.

3.7 Bound-free fluorescence of l S with excitation energies around

67000 cm'1

In Fig. 11P the long-wavelength part of l E fluorescence spectra is

presented for low excitation energies. Due to the weak absorption, the

measurements were performed at higher Cl pressures. The curves with Egx =

68033 cm and 66555 cm" , e.g., were obtained with p = 10 torr. For the

lowest excitation energies, the FC factors for l L *- X E (v" = 0) are

neglegibly small. Therefore, this type of excitation has to be ascribed to

hot bands. This is plausible, because at p = 10 torr and at room

temperature, the partial pressure of v" = l molecules is 0.6 torr, for v" =

2 molecules it is G.04 torr.

At first sight, all of the spectra of Fig. 11 seem to display bound-

free fluorescence around 200 nm. On the other side, in the previous section

it was shown, that l E bound-free emission requires an excitation energy

-l u
of at least 69400 cm (starting from v" = 0). Hot bands cannot account for

the difference between 69400 cm and, e.g., 66555 cm , because at room

temperature the thermal population of vibrational levels = 3000 cm above

v" = 0 is really neglegitaly small. The explanation of the fluorescence
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spectrum with E = 66555 cm , e.g., might then appear puzzling with

respsct to our results concerning the potential energy curves of l E .

The problem could be solved taking into account a result of a recent

fluorescence study on Cl- performed by Yu [34]. The curve he obtained with
-l

E = 68027 cm at p = 10 torr is reproduced separately in Fig. 12. The

spectral resolution was sufficiently high to yield more details than we

could detect. All tha details of the apectrum can be explained by bound-

bound transitions. The excitation (68027 cm ) obviously Starts from v" = l

and terminates at l Z (v1 = 16), Under thia assumption, the transition

energies for bound-bound transitions to v" = 37...49 were calculated and

th* corresponding wavelengths are included in Fig. 12. They coincide with

measured peaks or ahoulders. One peak between v' = 40 and 41 is left. It

may be du« to primary excitation from v" = 2 to v' = 19. The fluoreacence

transition back to v" = 43 then agrees with the peak.

Sunming up, the observation of fluorescence around 200 nm following

priiaary excitation with low excitation energies is not in contradiction but

corroborates the l Z potential energy curve. Only the type of fluores-

cence changes from bound-free to bound-bound.

3.8 A new Interpretation of the "^-state"

The reaults presented so far definitely rule out that the "y-state"

observed by Ishiwaka et al. {14] can be ascribed to l Z . In Fig. 13 we

present again the potential energy curves under discussion. Included are

now recönt results of an ab initio calculation of the 2 n state

terminating at Cl+ ( P } + Cl [35]. This state has a O component. The

very good agreement between the calculated curve and the "y-state" curve

strongly supports the assignment of the -(-state to the 0 component of

2 3H .

Than, however, the question arises, how to Interpret the CL- and the

ß-atate which both have 0 symmetry [14]. In the complete analysis of

existing states for the electronic configurations under discussion per-

formed by Lee and Walsh [2], there is left only one candidate with the

correct symmetry, namely the lowest S state which has a 0 and a l com-

ponent. The 0 component could account for either the a- or the ß-state,

but not for both. One could speculate about a heterogeneous interaction of

the O and the l comoonent, each of them having some 0 character. In the
u u u

case of Br , this type of intaraction haa been characterized [36,37].
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However, for a heterogeneous interaction, a strong dependence on the

rotational quantum number is expected in contrast to the nearly regulär

patterns observed by lahiwata et al. [14]. The open problem will have to be

addressed in future work äs has been pointed out by Tellinghuisen and

Chakraborty [38].

4. Concluding Remarks

Though the Cl molecule is one among the few diatomic molecules which

exist under normal conditions in nature, its electronic structure in the

VUV spectral ränge could be successfully attacked only in recent years with

different methods. The present paper presents precise data on the l E

state which is of special importance because of its double well structure

which originates from the interaction of a Rydberg- and a valence state. It

was shown that the center of thia interaction is within the Franck-Condon

region. Therefore, Cl may aerve äs a model for thia type of molecular

dynamics. The l S atate is also of interest from another point of view.

Recently, e.g., it has been identified äs a precursor state in elementary

reactions of excited cl_ with Ar atorus leading to the formation of ArCl

molecules [39].

The results presented in this paper rule out some severe discrepancies
l +

concerning the l L atate published in recent years. Hevertheless, the

state of the art concerning the understanding is not satisfactory for the

following reasons:

<i) It was not possible up to now to deduce the true adiabatic (or diaba-

tic) potential energy curves from the experimental spectra but only

approximations (which may be rather near to the true adiabatic state).

(ii) StillP the interaction of all diabatic states of 0 symmetrY is not

fully taken into account. The irregularities of the l E progression

in the outer well, e.g., deaerve further experimental investigations.

The work preaented here was performed with vibrationally selective

excitation in the VUV spectral ränge. A further improvement could be

achieved if rotationally selective excitation could be used in the fluores-

cence experiments. With the present experimental limitations in connection

with Synchrotron radiation this is not feasible. However, it seems to us

that high resolution laser excitation could push forward our knowledge on

the electronic structure of Cl considerably.
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Table l

Parameters of the Hulbert-Hirschfeider approxiinatioci of the ground

state of Cl , deduced from [5], and Parameters of the outer well and of the

inner well of the l E„ state.

X V
g

V(r> = D [<l-e"X)2 C x

D * 20277 cm
e
ß =1.989

r = 1.968 A
o
C = 0.2126

b = 1.2121

3 2JC , x = 2ß[{r-r)/r]

Z„ (outer minimum,

T /cm
-l w /cm

-l
w x /cm
e e'

-l Reference

64631 + 50

65400

65300 + 800

65227

59926

2.57 + 0.05

2.69

2.71 * 0.03

2.62

2.94

261 t 5

225 + 25

243

262.9

0.668 j* 0.01 this work

[29]

(6]

0.33 [9]

2.18 [14]

(inner minimum)

73428 ̂  50

73428

1.85 +̂  0.05

1.852

this work
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Figure Captions

Figure l

Typical fluorescence spectra of Cl following primary excitation of l E

(upper curve) and of 2 E . E is the excitation energy. Band pass in

fluorescence analysis l nm, in excitation .05 nm {upper curve} and .25 nm.

Time window 4t «» 20 ns, gas pressure p = .1 torr. The meanings of E , E ,

and E are explained in the text.

Figure 2

Bound-bound fluorescence l E (v1 = 39)
u * '

X E (v"), analysed with a band

pass of .2 nm. Band pass in excitation .25 nm, gas pressure .4 torr, time

window 4t = 50 ns. The transition energies terminating at v" = 0 —11 are

indicated by bars.

Figure 3

Potential «nergy curves of the ground state [5] and of the l E state

(this work) of cl-. The diffeeence potential corresponding to an excitation

«nergy E is included (dotted curve

explained in the text.

The meanings of E , E , and E are

state of Cl_ obtained

Figure 4

Comparison of the potential energy curve of the l E

in this work (füll curve) with the results of Höller et al. [9] (dotted

curve), Peyerimhoff and Buenker [6] (quadratic dots), Jaffe [29] (crosses),

and of Ishiwata et al. [14] (curve of the "T-state"). The curve of the

2 T;,, state is a fit of the calculated points [6] {outer minimum) and of

the spectroscopic data of [9] (inner minimum).

Figure 5

Comparison between the meaeured fluorescence curves of Cl and a Computer

Simulation of their bound-free parts. Experimental data: band pass of exci-

tation .05 nm, of fluorescence analysis l nm, gas pressure .1 torr, time

window 20 ns. The model calculation with the coarse and fine structure is

described in the text.

Figur« 6

Fluorescence excitation spectra of Cl_. Upper curve: the zero'th order

light of the fluorescence monochromator. Lower curve: spectrally selected

fluorescence (A = 200 nm, band pass 4 nm). Gas pressure 0.1 torr (upper

curve) and l torr. Time window 20 ns. The excitation energies terminating

at v1 32...40 of l "4* (v1) X V (v" = 0} (35C12) are indicated.

Figure 7

Ratio of bound-bound vs. bound-free fluorescence (each one integrated cver

the respective part of the fluorescence spectrum) äs a function of the

vibrational quanta of the emitting l T. state which have been excited

selectively.

Figure 8

Comparison between measured and calculated bound-free fluorescence spectra

of Cl . The excitation energies, E , and the vibrational quanta of the

excited states are given (for details see text). Experimental conditions:

band pass of excitation .25 nm, of fluorescence analysis l am; gas pressure

.1 torr; time window 20 ns (curves with l = 78019 cm" , 79443 cm" ,

-l -l eX
80024 cm , and 86067 cm ); gas pressure l torr, other Parameters äs above

(E = 81512 cm ). The curve with E = 73448 cm was obtained with a
ex ex

band pass of excitation .05 nm, and with a gas pressure .1 torr.

Figure 9

Schematic representation of the potential energy curves of the diabatic

Rydberg and valence states and of the adiabatic states under discussion.

Figure 10

Plot of 4E (AE : Splitting of the coarse structure of the bound-free

fluorescence spectra) vs. the excitation energies (points). The füll curve

corresponds to the linear approximation according to Equ. (5). The dotted

curve is an approximation including higher order terms (see text}.

Figure 11

Fluorescence spectra of Cl following primary excitation with lower photon

energies (the excitation energies, E , are given in the figure, band pass

of fluorescence l nm, time window 20 ns). The band pass of excitation is

0.05 nm, the gas pressure is .1 torr {curves a), b)); 0.25 nm and l torr

{curve c)); 0.25 nm and 10 torr (curves d) and e)).

Figure 12

Fluorescence of Cl measured by Yu [34] (excitation with a Xe-Lamp).The

excitation energy and the gas pressure are given in the figure. The

transitions terminating at v" = 37...49 of l

indicated by bars.

V (v1 = 16) X 1s+ (v") are
9
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Figure 13

Potential energy curves of the lowest ion-pair states of Cl with ungerade

symmetry. The curves for the a- and the Y-state are Morse fits of the re-

sulta of Ishiwata et al. [14]. The ß-state curve is a harmonic oscillator

fit of the results of Ref. 14. The dots repreaent ab initio calculations of

2 n (351- Tne Potential energy curve is a result of this paper.
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Appendix: Description of the l £ potential energy curve

It was tried to construct the l E potential energy curve, V(r), from

two potential energy curves, which can be used äs an approxtmation of the

diabatic potential energy curves of E (Val) and E (Ryd). Two weight func-

tions (f , f ) are introduced in a way that in the center of the interac-

tion the valence part merges into the Rydberg part (see also Fig. 9).

In the asymptotic limit the valence part, Val(r), is described by the

Coulomb law. However, approaching the rninimura, an additional attraction

correction has to be introduced. Therefore, a Rittner potential ia not

sufficient. A Morse-type correction was added to a Rittner potential. Con-

cerning the Rydberg-type curve, Ryd(r), a Morse potential can be used. V(r)

is given by

V(r) = • Val(r) Ryd(r) (AI)

with

Val(r) = -(Z/r) A[(l-e a(r"reV))2-l] + ße"br (A2)

and

Ryd(r) = C (1-e ML eR^ *

The weight functions are

, , , , -a(r-r -Ar) ,,-1
f1(r) = (e x + 1}

, , , , a(r-r +ir) , -l
f2(c) = (e v x + 1)

eR
{A3}

(A4)

(A5)

E yields the correct asymptotic limit, Z determines the correct Coulomb

potential for large r. The center of the interaction is at r = r . The

ateepness of the weight functions around the center of the interaction is

described by ct.

The numerical values of the constants are: Z - 116645 cm -Ä; E =

108104 cm"1; A = 6500 cm" ; a = 1.04 Ä"1; r , = 2.7 Ä; B = 9.59069'105

cm 1; b = 1.34917 Ä"1; C = 20558 cm"1; c = 2.192 Ä"1;

73428 cm"1; r = 2.03 Ä; Ar = 0.0058 Ä; a = 32.

: „ = 1.852 A; T „
eR eR
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With the potential energy curves VaL(r) and Ryd(r) it is also possible

to construct an approximative curve of the inner well of the adiabatic

state 2 Z+ F401, For this Purpose, however, different weight functions are
u L '

necessary.
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